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Movement fascinates. In fact, there are few subjects that excite people more.

That’s because movement is synonymous with freedom. At Volkswagen we

associate our accessories with supreme quality, functionality, comfort and

much more besides – because we believe that one point of view is not enough

to appreciate the thousand aspects of your Volkswagen.

Volkswagen Genuine Accessories bring everything people associate with the

brand into the realm of accessories. Furthermore, our product philosophy

is all about innovative technologies and top-level design – down to the finest

detail. After all, Volkswagen Genuine Accessories are developed, tested and

approved alongside each vehicle. And we want you to feel at home in your

Volkswagen at all times.

Volkswagen Individual makes every vehicle unique: flamboyant details,

select materials, elaborate handmade elements and innovative technologies.

Give your vehicle its very own individual, exclusive character.

Experience our broad range of seven product families for more individual

mobility, driving pleasure and fascination. Your authorised Volkswagen agent

will be happy to advise you.

Many of the products shown in this brochure can also be found in our

Volkswagen Accessories E-Shop at www.volkswagen-zubehoer.de.

Volkswagen Genuine Accessories

Volkswagen Individual
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Sport and design
Aerodynamic add-ons, rear trim in chrome look, gearstick knob,

pedal cap set, decor set

Wheels and tyres
Alloy wheels, complete wheels, tyres

Communications
Radio and navigation systems, MEDIA-IN, rear seat entertainment,

hands free system, Volkswagen TeleCom
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Transport
Roof and rear transport systems, skisack, storage bag, tow bar,

luggage securing systems, child seats

Service and care
Care and cleaning agents, tow rope, first-aid kit, warning triangle,

warning waistcoat, snow chains, tyre bag set

Comfort and protection
Luggage space liners, loading lip guard, protective films, treadplates,

sunblinds, clothes hanger, footmats, central armrest, seat covers, cruise

control, parking distance control, mudflaps

Lifestyle
Pocket umbrella, luggage set, model cars

The vehicles depicted in this catalogue feature, to varying extents, additional accessories

and/or extra specifications. These, and any decorative elements shown, are not included

in the delivery specifications of the products described.
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The true character of the Golf reveals itself inside and out in its

exclusive, sporty design. Our aerodynamic Volkswagen Accessori-

es provide you with a number of ways to make your Golf look just

the way you want it, so that in the end it will be as if it was built for

you personally.

The design of the Golf speaks a clear language.
With Volkswagen Accessories you can give it its
very own accent.
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Volkswagen Genuine front spoiler
(pictured top left)

The Volkswagen Genuine front spoiler makes a strong

impression, with an attractive finish which traces the

lines of the vehicle’s front-end. Its dynamic shape

optimises the aerodynamic effect and guarantees low

air resistance. The front spoiler is primed ready for

painting in your car’s colour.

Item no. 5K0 071 609 GRU

Volkswagen Genuine side sill set
(pictured above)

The Volkswagen Genuine side sill set emphasises

the Golf’s strong personality. Its curves add extra

emphasis to the striking side lines, and provide a

powerful highlight for the car’s midriff. The dynamic

shape optimises the aerodynamic effect and reduces

air resistance. The side sill set is primed ready for

painting in your car’s colour.

Item no. 5K0 071 685 GRU

Sport and design

Volkswagen Genuine roof spoiler
(pictured above)

This striking roof spoiler perfects the Golf’s sporty back-

end. Made from polyurethane hard integral foam, making

it especially impact-resistant and tough. Primed ready for

painting in your car’s colour. One of its special highlights

is its openings for an aerodynamically optimised airflow.

Item no. 5K0 071 644 GRU

4
5

Volkswagen Genuine rear spoiler
(pictured above)

Give your Golf an even more sporty touch: the Volkswagen

Genuine rear spoiler upgrades the vehicle’s looks at the

back and also improves its aerodynamics. With the diffuser

painted in a contrasting colour, the back of the car really

turns heads. The rear spoiler is primed ready for painting

in your car’s colour.

Item no. 5K0 071 610 GRU For vehicles with non-visible tailpipe ends
Item no. 5K0 071 610 A GRU For vehicles with visible tailpipe ends
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Volkswagen Genuine pedal cap set
Grippy pedal caps made from high-quality, brushed stainless

steel. The topside rubber coating gives them more grip. An

electronic accelerator pedal is included.

Item no. 1K1 064 200 For manual transmission (not pictured)
Item no. 1K1 064 205 For automatic transmission and DSG

Volkswagen Genuine rear trim in chrome look
This attractive rear trim in high-gloss chrome look makes

your Golf look even more elegant, and also protects the

edge of the tailgate. It is easy to stick to the lower edge of

the tailgate.

Item no. 5K0 071 360

Volkswagen Genuine gearstick knob
The gearstick knob in retro aluminium-leather look is easy

to fit, sits nicely in the hand, and is a great little looker. The

gaiter is included with the knob. Only available for vehicles

with manual transmission.

Item no. 1K0 064 285 G

Volkswagen Genuine carbon-look decor set
The decor set for the B-pillar (pictured right) and the edge

of the tailgate (pictured left) makes it quick and easy to

change your Golf’s looks. The dark carbon-effect finish

looks classy and sporty at the same time. The self-adhesive

decor is a precision fit and is easy to apply. Its resin coating

makes the surface resistant to scratches and knocks, and

car-wash-proof as well.

Item no. 5K3 071 350 A For B-pillar, two-door vehicles (not pictured)
Item no. 5K4 071 350 A For B-pillar, four-door vehicles (pictured right)
Item no. 5K0 071 360 A For the tailgate (pictured left)
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Sport and design

6
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Your Golf will respond in milliseconds when
your life depends on it. That is why Volkswagen
Accessories wheels and tyres have to do more
than just look good.

What with the way it drives, the Golf already brings a breath

of fresh air to everyday life. These high-quality alloy wheels

and complete wheels complement that with the safety they

provide in every driving situation. Then there’s the 24 month

tyre guarantee. Of course, your authorised Volkswagen agent

will gladly make you an offer for tyres that suit your vehicle.
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Wheels and tyres

Volkswagen Genuine
Topas alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7.5 J x 18ıı, ET 51, LK 5/112

For use with tyre size: 225/40 R18

Colour: sterling silver

Item no. 5K0 071 498 88Z

8
9

Volkswagen Genuine
Karthoum alloy wheel
Wheel size: 8 J x 18ıı, ET 50, LK 5/112

For use with tyre size: 225/40 R18

Colour: sterling silver, flange

ground

Item no. 1K0 071 498 1ZL

Volkswagen Genuine
Karthoum alloy wheel
Wheel size: 8 J x 18ıı, ET 50, LK 5/112

For use with tyre size: 225/40 R18

Colour: titanium

Item no. 1K0 071 498 V7U

Wheel size: 7 J x 17 ıı, ET 54, LK 5/112

For use with tyre size: 225/45 R17

Colour: titanium

Item no. 1K9 071 497 V7U

Volkswagen Genuine
Vision alloy wheel
Wheel size: 8 J x 18ıı, ET 50, LK 5/112

For use with tyre size: 225/40 R18

Colour: black, flange ground

Item no. 1K5 071 498 041

Wheel size: 7 J x 17 ıı, ET 54, LK 5/112

For use with tyre size: 225/45 R17

black, flange ground

Item no. 1K5 071 497 041

Volkswagen Genuine
Vision alloy wheel
Wheel size: 8 J x 18ıı, ET 50, LK 5/112

For use with tyre size: 225/40 R18

Colour: sterling silver, flange

ground

Item no. 1K5 071 498 1ZL

Wheel size: 7 J x 17 ıı, ET 54, LK 5/112

For use with tyre size: 225/45 R17

Colour: sterling silver, flange

ground

Item no. 1K5 071 497 1ZL

Colour: sterling silver

Item no. 1K5 071 497 666

Volkswagen Genuine
Karthoum alloy wheel
Wheel size: 8 J x 18ıı, ET 50, LK 5/112

For use with tyre size: 225/40 R18

Colour: black, flange ground

Item no. 1K0 071 498 AX1
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PlatzhalterPlatzhalterPlatzhalter

Volkswagen Genuine
Goal alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7.5 J x 17 ıı, ET 50,

LK 5/112

For use with tyre size: 225/45 R17

Colour: anthracite

Item no. 1T4 071 497 V7U

Volkswagen Genuine
Goal alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7.5 J x 18ıı, ET 51,

LK 5/112

For use with tyre size: 225/40 R18

Colour: brilliant silver metallic

Item no. 1T4 071 498 666

Wheel size: 7.5 J x 17 ıı, ET 50,

LK 5/112

For use with tyre size: 225/45 R17

Colour: brilliant silver metallic

Item no. 1T4 071 497 666

Volkswagen Genuine
Exis STP alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7.5 J x 17 ıı, ET 50,

LK 5/112

For use with tyre size:

225/45 R17 and 215/45 R17

Colour: brilliant silver

Item no. 1T0 071 497 666

Volkswagen Individual
Siena alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7 J x 17 ıı, ET 54,

LK 5/112

For use with tyre size: 225/45 R17

Colour: sterling silver

Item no. 1K0 071 497 AF 88Z

Volkswagen Individual
Siena alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7 J x 17 ıı, ET 54,

LK 5/112

For use with tyre size: 225/45 R17

Colour: titanium

Item no. 1K0 071 497 AF QQ9

Volkswagen Individual
Charleston alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7.5 J x 18ıı, ET 51,

LK 5/112

For use with tyre size: 225/40 R18

Colour: anthracite

Item no. 1K0 071 498 AG 16Z

You will find a selection of our range of complete wheels and the locknut set in the enclosed price list.

Please ask your authorised Volkswagen agent about the full range and the latest complete wheel catalogue.

Please observe carefully the conditions and notes detailed in the TÜV report.
For other tyre sizes that can be used, please refer to the report belonging to the alloy wheel concerned.
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Wheels and tyres
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11

Volkswagen Genuine
Sima complete winter wheel
Wheel size: 6 J x 16 ıı, ET 50,

with Dunlop SP Winter Sport 3D,

size 205/55 R16 94 HXL.

Colour: brilliant silver

Item no. 1T4 073 636 FE 8Z8 For left
Item no. 1T4 073 536 FE 8Z8 For right

Volkswagen Individual
Avignon alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7 J x 17 ıı, ET 54,

LK 5/112

For use with tyre size: 225/45 R17

Colour: sterling silver

Item no. 1K0 071 497 AE 88Z

Volkswagen Individual
Avignon alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7 J x 17 ıı, ET 54,

LK 5/112

For use with tyre size: 225/45 R17

Colour: titanium

Item no. 1K0 071 497 AE QQ9

Volkswagen Genuine
Onyx alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7 J x 17 ıı, ET 54,

LK 5/112

For use with tyre size: 225/45 R17

Colour: black, flange ground

Item no. 5K0 071 497 AX1

Wheel size: 7 J x 17 ıı, ET 54,

LK 5/112

For use with tyre size: 225/45 R17

Colour: brilliant silver, flange

ground

Item no. 5K0 071 497 8Z8

Volkswagen Genuine
Tangis alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7 J x 16 ıı, ET 50,

LK 5/112

For use with tyre size: 205/55 R16

Colour: brilliant silver metallic

Item no. 1T0 071 492 666

Wheel size: 6.5 J x 15 ıı, ET 50,

LK 5/112

For use with tyre size:

195/65 R15 and 205/60 R15

Colour: brilliant silver metallic

Item no. 1T0 071 495 666

Volkswagen Genuine
Activa alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7 J x 17ıı, ET 54,

LK 5/112

For use with tyre size: 225/45 R17

Colour: brilliant silver

Item no. 1K0 071 497 666

Colour: chrome look

(not pictured)

Item no. 1K0 071 497 3ZV
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Its interior is one of atmosphere and well-being.
And with our entertainment and communication
systems it becomes a whole sensory world in
its own right.

Your Golf gets you where you want to go, and keeps you

informed and entertained along the way, thanks to its

balanced combination of information and entertainment

systems. While you are on the road you can use the navi-

gation system to calculate your route without having to go

without the in-car entertainment. It is a driving experience

which offers comfort and excellence in every situation.
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Communications

12
13

Volkswagen Genuine Click & Ride integration solution
(pictured left)

Combine the comfort and security of a permanently installed navigation system with the flexibility of a mobile

one. This integration solution incorporates the latest Garmin navigation unit as well as the Volkswagen Genuine

integration kit. Unlike mobile solutions, this navigation unit can be positioned on the dashboard securely, pre-

cisely and without bothersome cables, thanks to the integration kit. Audio output is via the vehicle’s speakers and

power is supplied by the in-car wiring network – both in tested Volkswagen quality. The Garmin nüvi navigation

system included with the solution guides you quickly to your destination by means of a 4.3 ıı widescreen colour

display, pre-installed maps of Europe (40 countries, Western and Eastern Europe1) and additional features such

as a lane assistant. The system comes with or without Bluetooth hands free functionality.

Item no. 000 051 255 A Without Bluetooth hands-free functionality
Item no. 000 051 255 B With Bluetooth hands-free functionality

Volkswagen Genuine RNS 510 radio navigation system
This navigation system is easy and precise to operate using

its 6.5 ıı touch screen display. Routes are calculated quickly

by a high-powered processor. The high-resolution display

can show multicoloured maps in 16: 9 format. An integrated

DVD drive allows you to play common CD and DVD formats.

Modern storage media such as a 30 GB hard drive and SD

card reader enable various file formats to be stored and

played. With integrated CD changer controller and 4 x 20-

Watt output power.

Item no. 1T0 057 680 B

Volkswagen Genuine RNS 510 navigation DVD
For the RNS 510 radio navigation system. Includes Virtual

Car Assistant (VCA) which guides you “personally” through

the user menus.

Item no. 1T0 051 859 D Maps of Western Europe
Item no. 1T0 051 859 E Maps of Eastern Europe

Volkswagen Genuine RNS 310 radio navigation system
The RNS 310 radio navigation system is easily and accurately

controlled using a 5 ıı touchscreen, and shows 2.5-D maps in

brilliant quality. Modern storage media such as an SD card

reader and an AUX-IN socket enable a range of file formats

to be saved and played. The RNS 310 is MP3-compatible and

can easily be connected to factory-fitted universal telephone

kits.

Item no. 3C0 057 270

1Please note that not all countries have full map coverage.
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Volkswagen Genuine RCD 310 MP3 radio
For endless listening enjoyment on every journey, the

Volkswagen Genuine RCD 310 MP3 radio plays your favour-

ites in MP3 format. It’s a real eye-catcher, too, with its

chrome-look framed controls and buttons. With MEDIA-IN

port for connecting up external audio sources1 such as MP3

players, iPods, etc.

Item no. 1K0 057 186 AA

Volkswagen Genuine RCD 510 MP3 radio
Enjoy a new dimension in music: the RCD 510 MP3 radio

is easy to operate using a 6.5 ıı touch screen. An integrated

6-disc CD changer gives you limitless listening pleasure.

The modern radio module with outstanding sound and

reception rounds off the system’s high-end credentials.

With MEDIA-IN port for connecting external audio sources1

such as MP3 players, iPods, etc.

Item no. 3C8 057 195

MP3 radio
The Blue Sound BT MP3 radio connects to your mobile

phone easily using Bluetooth, converting the radio into

a permanently installed hands free set. An SD card slot

and USB socket enable MP3 music files to be plugged-and-

played. The CD player is compatible with CD audio music

files on standard CD-R and CD-RW disks.

Item no. 000 051 217 FA

1The MEDIA-IN multimedia socket must be ordered separately.
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Communications
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DVD Voyager 4 multimedia kit
The DVD Voyager 4 multimedia kit makes car journeys an

especially comfortable experience for your back-seat pas-

sengers. Makes long drives child’s play, especially if you’re

carrying young ones. The tablet DVD player integrated

into the 7 ıı TFT display plays DVDs and CDs in all common

formats, and MP3s. The system is EU crash-tested, and the

player’s rounded corners minimise the risk of injury in the

event of an accident. A safety device in the player’s mount-

ing system prevents the unit from falling out accidentally.

Quick and easy to fit to and remove from the headrests. The

player has an attractive, slim design, is light and portable,

and so can be used in different vehicles. Can be ordered

as a Basic or Comfort kit. You will find more detailed infor-

mation in the enclosed price list.

Item no. 000 063 500 ES

Volkswagen Genuine MEDIA-IN
(picture shows MEDIA-IN with iPod adapter cable)

The MEDIA-IN multimedia port makes it easy for you to

play from external audio sources (MP3 players, iPods, USB

sticks, etc.). The interface is controlled using the car’s

factory-fitted radio or radio navigation system, where the

tracks and playback lists are also displayed. Only available

in conjunction with the RCD 310 and RCD 510 MP3 radios,

and the RNS 310 and RNS 510 radio navigation systems.

Please refer to the enclosed price list for information about

optionally available adapter cables.

Item no. 5N0 057 342
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Receptivity
Whether your vehicle came fitted with a mobile phone kit or not, you can still choose the system that best suits

your needs.

Volkswagen Genuine mobile adapter set
If your vehicle came factory-fitted with a telephone kit,

then the mobile adapter set with active mounting will be

its perfect companion. Its special feature: it includes two

additional buttons that connect you directly to Volkswagen

Service and Breakdown. You will find further information in

the enclosed price list and at www.volkswagen-zubehoer.de.

Item no. 3C0 051 435 X1

For vehicles factory-fitted with telephone kits

Volkswagen Genuine Bluetooth pairing adapter
The Bluetooth pairing adapter enables you to connect a

Bluetooth mobile phone to a factory-fitted telephone kit.

The adapter inserts into the telephone kit’s mounting just

like a mobile adapter set. The pairing adapter connects

using your mobile phone’s Bluetooth hands free profile.

Following a one-off pairing process between the mobile

phone and the telephone kit, the mobile phone can remain

in your bag or pocket while driving.

Item no. 3C0 051 435 PA

1X = mobile-specific index. Since the range of mobile adapter sets is constantly growing, we request that you ask your authorised Volkswagen agent
or view the information at our website: www.volkswagen-zubehoer.de.
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Communications
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Bluetooth hands free system
This user-friendly hands free system with 2.8ıı TFT colour

touch screen display represents the state of the art and is

especially easy to use while driving. The user-independent

DialogPlus voice activation recognises words remarkably

quickly and accurately. To make operation even easier, it

also incorporates optional, spoken help features. The text-

to-speech function reads SMSs clearly and comprehensibly

(dependent on mobile phone), giving you the maximum

information without you having to look at its screen. You

can play MP3s from your mobile phone through the vehicle’s

speakers via your phone’s audio stereo streaming (A2DP)

and the radio’s AUX-IN, for which you will find adapter

cables in the enclosed price list. The range of units is con-

stantly being extended.

Item no. 000 051 433 C

For vehicles without factory-fitted telephone kits

Volkswagen TeleCom
Because we don’t want you to have to worry about

mobile phone charges, we developed our own

no-nonsense, inexpensive mobile phone package.

Ask your local Volkswagen TeleCom agent about the

attractive V10 mobile package and the many extra

benefits you will enjoy with a Volkswagen TeleCom

mobile phone card. With a Volkswagen hands free

set and the Volkswagen TeleCom mobile phone card

you will always be accessible wherever you go. We

also offer a range of different mobile phones. For

more information, visit www.volkswagen-telecom.de.
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With a Golf you are independent and you can carry your

things around with you, whatever the occasion. Short break

or long haul, everything you need on the road can be carried

practically and easily using Volkswagen Accessories transport

solutions. And with our tested child seat systems, your little

ones are kept safe and sound as well.

When it comes to safety, the Golf is uncomprom-
ising. When it comes to your personal transport
solutions, you should be, too.
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Transport

Volkswagen Genuine roof box
(the picture on the left shows a size XL roof box)

The new roof boxes with volumes of 310 l, 340 l and 460 l are easy and convenient to handle, and are easy to fit to the

vehicle’s roof, thanks to their practical quick-lock mountings. The innovative DuoLift system allows you to open the

roof box from either side, making it even easier to load and unload. Three-point central locking provides additional

protection against theft. Please refer to the enclosed price list for an overview of all the different sizes and versions.

How the City-Crash test works
The transport system is fitted to the vehicle and

loaded with the weight for which it is designed.

A typical rear-end collision in urban traffic at

approximately 30 km/h is simulated by the

application of horizontal acceleration and of

forces acting against the direction of travel. The

transport system must on no account become

detached from the vehicle.

Volkswagen Genuine basic rack
Stay equipped when you’re on the road with Volks-

wagen transport systems. The City-Crash tested

Volkswagen Genuine basic rack provides the basis

for that; to it can be attached items such as a ski

and snowboard holder, a bicycle holder, a surfboard

holder or the useful roof box.

Item no. 1K0 071 126

Volkswagen Genuine bicycle holder
This bicycle holder is exactly right for every keen

biker. It is made from aerodynamically shaped plas-

tic sections and the frame mounting is made from

matt chrome-plated steel. Easy to fit to the basic

rack. Net weight: approx. 3.2 kg. The bicycle holder

is City-Crash tested and lockable.

Item no. 6Q0 071 128 A
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Volkswagen Genuine storage bag
(not pictured)

When you no longer require the skisack, you can stow it

tidily in this storage bag.

Item no. 00V 061 201

Volkswagen Genuine skisack
(not pictured)

The useful skisack provides transport for up to four

pairs of skis including ski-poles, and protects the

skis against damage by other items of luggage in the

vehicle or in the roof box. The integrated belt can

be slotted into the seatbelt socket in the passenger

compartment. A full-length zip and comfy handles

make the bag easy to use. Length: approx. 200 cm,

for skis up to 190 cm long. Colour: black.

Item no. 00V 061 202

Volkswagen Genuine
“komfort” ski and snowboard holder
Off to the piste! With this ski and snowboard holder you can

easily carry up to six pairs of skis or four snowboards on the

roof of your vehicle. It is easy to fit to the basic rack, and it

can be locked. Broad opening buttons enable you to use the

ski holder while wearing thick gloves. Pull-out function to

make loading and unloading easier.

Item no. 1T0 071 129
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Transport

Surfboard holder
Comfortably carries one surfboard. Includes double

mast holder and double tension straps, quick and

easy to fit to the basic rack.

Item no. 000 071 120 HA

Volkswagen Genuine kayak holder
The kayak holder was developed specially for trans-

porting kayaks weighing up to 25 kg, which it carries

conveniently on the basic rack, without any sliding

or wobbling.

Item no. 1K0 071 127 A

Volkswagen Genuine luggage frame
Do not let loads be a burden. This luggage frame is

made from fully galvanised steel tubing. It is sturdy

and weatherproof, and offers numerous extra ways

of transporting things. The end tubes can be adjusted

to create an even loading area. Dimensions: 101 x 76 x

14 cm.

Item no. 191 071 130 F

20
21
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Volkswagen Genuine tow bar, removable
Extend your Golf’s transport capabilities with the Volks-

wagen Genuine tow bar. Quick and easy to remove, making

it particularly practical. Please adhere to the maximum

permitted load-bearing capacity of 75 kg.

Item no. 5K0 092 155

Volkswagen Genuine electrical installation set
(not pictured)

The 13-pin electrical installation set for the removable tow

bar contains an in-built controller which is integrated into

the vehicle’s electronics. It provides an electrical supply,

thus enabling a trailer to be towed.

Item no. 5K0 055 204

Volkswagen Genuine bicycle rack for tow bar
Makes taking two bikes on holiday a simple affair. Quick to

fit on the tow bar ball. Lockable fixing screws enable flexible

handling and provide extra security. Max. load: 35 kg.

Item no. 3C0 071 105 Bicycle rack for tow bar
Item no. 3C0 071 105 E Extension kit for third bicycle
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Volkswagen Genuine shelf tray
The shelf tray is fixed in place beneath the luggage

space cover. It is divided into four compartments,

offering additional storage space for various items

of equipment such as umbrellas, service equipment

and care products, in a way that means they don’t

get lost. The first aid kit is also stored there safely in

a specially designed compartment. Additional holes

and screws are not required. Maximum load: 4 kg.

Item no. 1K0 061 178 A

Volkswagen Genuine luggage net
Ensures that everything stays in its place and that

lighter items do not slide around. This tear-proof

net with integrated pocket has hooks that are easy to

attach to the securing eyes that are fitted as standard

to the floor of the luggage space.

Item no. 5N0 065 111

Volkswagen Genuine dividing grille
Stops shopping and luggage sliding dangerously

when braking suddenly. The dividing grille separates

the luggage space from the passenger compartment

between the top of the seat back and the ceiling. The

sturdy, black, powder-coated steel grating is easily

and conveniently fitted behind the rear seat. New

holes do not have to be drilled, which means the

dividing grille can be removed without trace at

any time. The function of the airbags is in no way

impaired, and the luggage space cover can still be

used with the dividing grille in place.

Item no. 1K0 017 221
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Ready to go
Children should travel as safely and comfortably as possible, and to make sure they do, Volkswagen Accessories provide

the best conditions possible. Our tests go beyond the statutory safety requirements – side crash tests, for instance, have

confirmed the high quality of our child seat systems. Perfect workmanship, easy handling, removable covers that can

be washed at 30 °C – all of this comes as standard. All child seats comply with the currently valid ECE standards 44/03

and 44/04.

Volkswagen Genuine Bobsy G0 plus
(not pictured)

Child seat like the Bobsy G0 plus ISOFIX, but without

ISOFIX connectors.

Item no. 00V 019 900 C

Volkswagen Genuine Bobsy G0 plus ISOFIX
The child is held safely in the seat by an integrated, height-

adjustable 5-point harness. The integrated seat insert, high

side walls and deep shell provide all-round protection for

newborns. Includes pivoting carry-handle and sun shield.

Can also be used in vehicles without ISOFIX connectors but

with a 3-point seat belt. For infants of up to 13 kg or approx.

15 months.

Item no. 00V 019 907

Volkswagen Genuine Bobsy G0-1 ISOFIX
The Bobsy G0-1 ISOFIX is the safe seating system for children weighing up to 18 kg (up to 4 years old). The ISOFIX

connectors in the base join the seat securely to the vehicle bodywork, but the seat can also be used without difficulty in

vehicles without the ISOFIX system. The child seat is approved for groups 0/1, which means it can be used from birth

up to a weight of 18 kg when installed facing backwards. Installed forwards it is approved for children weighing between

9 and 18 kg. Special features: the height of the shoulder straps can be conveniently adjusted, and the seat shell can be

moved into three positions. The bases needed to install the seat in the vehicle must be ordered separately.

Item no. 000 019 902 D Bobsy G0-1 ISOFIX
Item no. 000 019 728 A Base for installation facing backwards
Item no. 000 019 729 A Base for installation facing forwards
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Transport

Months

Years

Bobsy G0 plus ISOFIX

Bobsy G0 plus

Bobsy G0-1 ISOFIX

Bobsy G1 ISOFIX DUO plus

Bobsy G1 ISOFIX Top Tether

Bobsy G3 plus

Up to 13 kg

Up to 13 kg

Up to 18 kg

9–18 kg

9–18 kg

15–36 kg

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

24
25

Volkswagen Genuine Bobsy G3 plus
The Bobsy G3 plus is made up of a seat cushion and sleep

support, and places the child at the right height so that

the seat belt assumes the best possible position. The seat

surface can be adjusted to suit the child’s breadth across

the hips. The height of the sleep support can be adjusted,

and it can be tilted to match the car seat back, ensuring

that the child stays comfortable even on longer journeys.

Covers are removable and washable. The seat is secured

using a 3-point belt. For children between 15 and 36 kg

(from 3 to 12 years).

Item no. 00V 019 906 A

Volkswagen Genuine Bobsy G1 ISOFIX Top Tether
(not pictured)

The Bobsy G1 ISOFIX Top Tether has all of the practical features that the Bobsy G1 ISOFIX DUO plus has, but it is

also secured to the Top Tether fittings in the boot using the Top Tether connection, giving it additional stability.

The seat can be used in any car with Top Tether fixing points. Suitable for children between 9 and 18 kg (8 months

to approx. 4 years).

Item no. 00V 019 909 C

Volkswagen Genuine Bobsy G1 ISOFIX DUO plus
ISOFIX seats offer high-level protection: the special ISOFIX

attachment standard connects the child seat securely to

the bodywork. The Bobsy G1 ISOFIX DUO plus has height-

adjustable harness straps and the seat shell can also be

secured in three positions. Includes folding-in snap-clips

for use in vehicles without the ISOFIX system. Suitable for

children between approx. 9 and 18 kg (8 months to approx.

4 years).

Item no. 00V 019 909 B
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On the road, yet fully at home. Tailor everything to your

very own needs, and experience complete mobile safety

and security. Volkswagen Accessories provide you with

lasting comfort and protection.

The Golf is built for everyday use.
With Volkswagen Accessories comfort and
protection products, you will master everyday
rigours even more easily.
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Comfort and protection

26
27

Volkswagen Genuine luggage trough
This high-cut insert with broad grooves is extremely

robust and acid-resistant. For everything that likes to

leave marks behind when carried, such as dirty toys

and plants. The insert protects the boot of your Golf

against any dirt, and is easy to clean on account of its

smooth plastic surface. With Golf lettering.

Item no. 1K0 061 170 For vehicles with basic luggage space
floor

Item no. 1K0 061 171 For vehicles with raised luggage space
floor

Volkswagen Genuine luggage tray
This useful boot protector with Golf lettering is a

perfect fit. It is wipeable, non-slip and acid-resist-

ant. It has 5-cm-high edges all round, which prevent

liquids from running onto the floor of the vehicle.

Makes keeping your boot clean really easy. Material:

polyethylene.

Item no. 1K0 061 180 For vehicles with basic luggage space
floor

Item no. 1K0 061 181 For vehicles with raised luggage space
floor

Volkswagen Genuine luggage space liner
This light, flexible liner is precisely tailored to the

contours of your Golf. It has edges approximately 5 cm

in height, which provide plenty of protection against

water and dirt. A diamond pattern integrated into the

material prevents the load from slipping around.

If sometimes you do not need the luggage space liner,

it can easily be rolled up and tucked away in storage.

Item no. 1K0 061 160 For vehicles with basic luggage space
floor

Item no. 1K0 061 161 For vehicles with raised luggage space
floor

Volkswagen Genuine
luggage trough with dividing elements
This practical, tough luggage trough with four flexibly

configurable dividing elements, lid and Golf lettering

protects the luggage space against dirt, and stops

your load from sliding around. The plastic tray is a

perfect fit, non-slip and acid-resistant. It has raised

edges all round, which prevent liquids from running

onto the floor of the vehicle. For vehicles with the

basic luggage space floor.

Item no. 5K0 061 162
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Komfort & Schutz

Volkswagen Genuine loading lip guard film
This precision-fit, transparent loading lip guard film pre-

vents damage to the bumper when loading and unloading.

Easy and quick to stick in place.

Item no. 5K0 061 197

Volkswagen Genuine
loading lip guard in stainless steel look
This plastic loading lip guard in a stainless steel look not

only protects the paintwork when loading and unloading,

it is also an eye-catcher. Quick and easy to stick in place.

Item no. 5K0 061 195

Volkswagen Genuine treadplate film
These films protect the vehicle’s entry areas against

scratches. Precision-fitting, they are easy to stick in place.

Available in black/silver and transparent. You will find

an overview of all the available versions in the enclosed

price list.

Volkswagen Genuine stainless steel treadplates
These elegant, high-quality treadplates made from

stainless steel with Golf lettering look great in the entry

areas. They also protect that area against scratches

when you get in and out.

Item no. 5K3 071 303 For two-door, 1 set = 2 treadplates
Item no. 5K4 071 303 For four-door, 1 set = 4 treadplates
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Comfort and protection
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Volkswagen Genuine sunblinds
These blinds for the rear windscreen and back

windows of the Golf protect the interior and your

passengers from direct sunlight, but without imped-

ing the view and with it the safety of the vehicle.

The sunblinds are fitted to the attachment clips

(included) using flexible spring steel, and are ideal

for long journeys with children. They can also be

used when the windows are open.

Item no. 5K0 064 361 For rear windscreen
Item no. 5K3 064 363 For rear windows, two-door
Item no. 5K4 064 363 For rear windows, four-door

Volkswagen Genuine V-Protector
The Volkswagen Genuine V-Protector is a transparent set of films which protect the vehicle against stone chips,

corrosion damage and scratches. It helps preserve the vehicle’s value, and is perfectly tailored to the Golf. These

films can be removed without trace, even after years of use. The package includes films for the bumper, the wing

mirror casings, the door-handle inserts, the door edges and the loading lip. You will find an overview of all the

available versions in the enclosed price list.

Without Volkswagen V-Protector With Volkswagen V-Protector
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Komfort & Schutz

Volkswagen Genuine Premium fabric footmats
These fabric footmats are perfectly shaped to fit in the foot-

well of your Golf, and are made from tough, tightly woven

velour. The front mats have white Golf lettering, and are

kept firmly in place by attaching them to the anchor-points

in the footwell. A wear-resistant back coating ensures that

the rear mats remain in exactly the right place. Colour:

black. 1 set = 2 mats.

Item no. 1K1 061 275 PB WGK For front
Item no. 1K0 061 276 PA WGK For rear

Volkswagen Genuine rubber footmats
If things are going to get wet, then the rubber footmat set

with Golf lettering is recommended. They collect dirt and

moisture, which can then be easily removed by washing.

These footmats are cut to a perfect fit, and in the front they

are secured to the floor of the vehicle using attachment

studs that prevent them from sliding. 1 set = 2 mats.

Item no. 1K1 061 501 A FKZ1 For front
Item no. 1K0 061 511 FKZ1 For rear

Volkswagen Genuine central armrest
This practical central armrest between the driver’s and front

passenger seat makes long journeys more comfortable. With

integrated fold-up storage compartment. Colour: titanium

black.

Item no. 5K0 061 123 82V

Volkswagen Genuine clothes hanger
The Volkswagen Genuine clothes hanger is ideal if you need

to carry your clothes with you to the office or a formal occa-

sion without creasing them. The clothes hanger is easy to fix

to the headrest bars on the seat.

Item no. 00V 061 127

1Colour code, see price list.
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Comfort and protection
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Volkswagen Genuine seat covers
(similar to picture)

These seat covers are made from durable, breathable

material, and protect the seats of your Golf from heavy

use. The function of the airbags is in no way impeded.

The fabric design and colours match the vehicle’s

standard interior colour schemes. The covers retain

their colour and shape even when washed several

times. You will find an overview of all the available

versions in the enclosed price list.

Volkswagen Genuine mudflaps
These precision-fit mudflaps are extremely tough

and long-lasting. They protect the underbody,

bumpers and rear of your Golf from heavy dirt.

Dangerous stone-throw is reduced, and spray

minimised. Colour: black. 1 set = 2 mudflaps.

Item no. 5K0 075 111 For front
Item no. 5K0 075 101 For rear

Volkswagen Genuine parking distance control
Four sensors and an acoustic warning signal help

the driver when parking. The parking distance

control is automatically activated when the car is

put into reverse. This is confirmed by a short beep.

Harmoniously integrated into the vehicle’s bumper.

The parking distance control has a self-diagnosis

function for detecting errors, and an intelligent

set-up function which prevents objects such as tow

bars from being wrongly recognised as obstacles.

Item no. 5K0 054 630

Volkswagen Genuine cruise control
Cruise control is an electronic instrument for con-

trolling the speed of travel. It assists the driver when

adhering to speed limits and towing, especially over

long distances. The system stores and maintains the

speed chosen by the driver. The reset function auto-

matically accelerates the vehicle to the previously

chosen speed after braking and/or changing gear.

Item no. 1K0 054 690 B
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Service & Pflege

This series of care and cleaning materials is perfectly

suited to your Golf and protects it inside and out. It means

you are equipped for every situation, and leaves you

shining come rain or sun. And, should things go wrong,

we have the perfect emergency solutions ready for you.

The Golf holds its value better than any other
car in its class – which is all the more reason
to look after it using Volkswagen Accessories.
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Service and care
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Volkswagen Genuine
warning waistcoat
This lightweight safety waistcoat

in fluorescent orange with reflect-

ive signal stripes is made from

100 % polyester and is approved

under DIN EN 471. In Germany,

drivers must carry a warning

waistcoat in work vehicles (except

if self-employed), and it is already

obligatory for every occupant

in some other countries. The

warning waistcoat is supplied in

a cloth bag which closes with a

pressstud.

Item no. 000 093 056 B

Volkswagen Genuine
care and cleaning agents
(pictured left)

The Volkswagen series of care

and cleaning agents is suited to

all areas of the car, inside and

out. You will find more detailed

information in the enclosed

price list, or you can ask your

authorised Volkswagen agent

about the complete range. Volkswagen Genuine
warning triangle
Its design makes this warning

triangle very small when folded

up so that it takes up very little

space. Complies with ECE regu-

lation 27 (Economic Commis-

sion for Europe). With pivoting

metal feet.

Item no. 000 093 057

Volkswagen Genuine tow rope
(not pictured)

TÜV and DIN tested tow rope for

vehicles with a total weight of up

to 2,500 kg.

Item no. 000 093 014

Volkswagen Genuine
first-aid kit
Legally mandatory and essential

to your personal safety. The Volks-

wagen Genuine first-aid kit fulfils

the requirements of the German

legal code StVZO, and is equipped

in accordance with DIN 13164.

Easy to fit in the side of the boot,

where it takes up little space.

Item no. 000 093 114

Volkswagen Genuine
snow chains
This high-quality stationary

mounting chain made from

durable titanium alloy can

quickly be fitted to the stationary

vehicle, and will get you safely

wherever you want to go. Also

suitable for vehicles with less

clearance, since the chains are

only 9 mm thick. You will find

an overview of all the available

versions in the enclosed price

list.

Volkswagen Genuine
tyre bag set
This four-piece tyre bag set

enables you to transport your

wheels without damaging them,

and protects them when stored

in your garage or cellar. The tyre

bags are made from high-quality,

durable polyester, and each has

a strong carry-handle. With inte-

grated pockets for storing wheel

bolts. For tyres and complete

wheels up to 18 inches in size,

and for tyre widths of up to

245 mm.

Item no. 000 073 900
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Volkswagen Lifestyle’s high-quality products are made to be

used, and made to be seen. Look forward to umbrellas and a

luggage set boasting quality workmanship, functionality and

durability, and delight in the attention to detail of our model

cars. Altogether typically Golf.

The Golf has a strong character in its own right.
With Volkswagen Lifestyle products, it can
become an expression of your personality.
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Lifestyle
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Pocket umbrella
With a high-quality frame made from aluminium and

fibreglass, this pocket umbrella from Knirps opens and

closes easily at the press of a button. The Teflon-treated

polyester canopy is water-repellent and dries very quickly.

A useful protective film prevents stains from forming.

The pocket umbrella comes in a storage pouch which fits

perfectly into the inside of any Volkswagen door.

Item no. 000 087 602 B 041

Model cars
(picture shows 1:87 and 1:43 model cars)

The Golf is not only a life-sized winner – these original

model vehicles in 1:87, 1:43, 1:18 and 3-inch sizes from

Wiking, Schuco and Norev display high-quality workman-

ship and an impressive level of detail. You will find an

overview of all the available models, colours and scales

in the enclosed price list.

Luggage set
Very light and extremely tough, thanks to one of the world’s

hardest and most elastic plastics. Polycarbonate TITAN

brand-name suitcases with pull-out, lockable aluminium

handles, ergonomic grips, integrated combination locks

and ball-type castors with a car-wheel look. Metal logo

badges on the front and Volkswagen lining inside. Colour:

anthracite. Set comprises cases of three different sizes:

370 x 530 x 230 mm, 420 x 620 x 280 mm and 570 x 750 x

340 mm. The cases are also available separately.

Item no. 5N0 087 302 71N Three-piece luggage set

You will find other attractive Lifestyle products on the Internet at www.volkswagen-lifestyle.de.
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Scope, appearance, specifications, dimensions and

weights, as well as the illustrations, details of equipment

levels and technical specifications are based on the charac-

teristics of the German market and accord with the infor-

mation available at the time of going to print. Because we

are continuously developing the accessories, we reserve

the right to make changes to the scope, design and colour

of products without prior announcement. This paper is

manufactured using chlorine-free bleached cellulose.

Accessories financing.
The easy way to buy Volkswagen Genuine Accessories.

Remember, we offer good-value financing options on our accessories.

Your local authorised Volkswagen agent will gladly advise you about the latest terms and conditions.

A product of Volkswagen Bank.

Your Volkswagen PartnerVolkswagen Accessories GmbH,

Dreieich

www.volkswagen-zubehoer.de

V71 5002 2000

Printed in Germany

Subject to changes and errors

11/2008
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